Advanced Past Life Regression
— Including Inter-Life Journeys

Take your Past Life Regression expertise to expanded levels of advanced
technique and profound effectiveness.
Presented by David Quigley

NOTE: Past Life Regression Training a pre-requisite

Many clients suffer with patterns of bad luck in their
relationship with money, people, physical health, etc.
This advanced course offers precise tools to help clients
clear the consequences of Karma in ways that are powerful, and lasting. No other PLR training offers this advanced technology. You will also learn how to heal
troubling or obsessive relationships whose roots are in
past lives and how to heal inappropriate karmic attachment and unresolved relationship contracts from past
lives and inter-life periods. This class will experience a
group inter-life journey to the time of the pre-conception contract, where we decided on our life purpose and
destiny. You will learn how to help clients discover, examine and change their pre-conception contract. And,
you will experience and observe the technologies for
yourself in supervised practice sessions.

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN:

‚ Learn to help clients discover the source of
patterns of bad luck (including chronic poverty,
illness, loneliness, or powerlessness) which are the
result of karmic misdeeds from their past lives.
‚ Learn to help clients to release karmic blocks.
‚ Learn to help clients transform past life
contracts with their significant others.
‚ Learn to let go of chronic abusive or
unhealthy relationships and to gain the emotional
freedom needed to start over.
‚ Learn how access the pre-conception contract.
This is the contract made with the Higher Self
prior to conception in this body. It explains all
of the suffering and joy, all the important
relationships in this lifetime and most important,
the life purpose one is here to fulfill.
‚ Help yourself and your clients to conquer the
fear of death by exploring after-death states
through personal experience.

Key Benefits

-

-

-

Learn new ways to use past life regression that vastly increase the value of PLR
as a tool in your hypnosis practice, not
simply to explore the past, but to transform our future.
Learn to clear the patterns of “bad luck”
that afflict lives and that arise from past
life karmic misdeeds or overt acts.
Eliminate the karma accumulated by our
karmic deeds in past lives.
Learn how to heal inappropriate attachments and unresolved relationship
contracts from past lives and inter-life
periods.
Experience a group inter-life journey to
the time of the pre-conception contract.
Learn to examine the pre-conception
contract to discover one’s life purpose.

All these powerful advanced processes are
taught in easy step-by-step procedures, and
explained in a workbook provided to all participants. Processes will be demonstrated and
experienced by participants during supervised
practice sessions.

Who should attend?

Any trained Past Life Regression practitioner who wishes to
deeply explore and expand their PLR toolbox with practical
yet profound advanced technology to transform lives. With
this advanced course, PLR Practitioners can help their clients
to explore the inter-life, to free themselves of inappropriate or
obsessive relationships or contracts whose roots are in the
past, and to heal karmic attachment and blocks.

Course #227

Monday-Tuesday, August 10-11
*Tuition: $375
Sessions Begins at 9AM

Click here to register online

Day One - Monday

AGENDA

‚ Causal Plane Work – how, when and why, including the conditions necessary for causal plane work.
‚ Learn how to heal troubling or obsessive relationships whose roots are in past lives.

‚ Learn how to help clients heal the past life traumas
which create lingering patterns of fear and selfsabotage, and to heal the source of these traumas
‚ Healing inappropriate karmic attachment and unresolved relationship contracts from past lives and
inter-life periods.
‚ Demonstration of PLR session to heal overt acts
and karmic debts.
‚ In-class supervised practice of techniques
‚ Q&A

Testimonials

Day Two - Tuesday

‚ Contract Work – Past Life Regression protocols to
change contracts with significant others.

‚ Learn how to examine the after-death decision and
how to eliminate deeply held negative and inappropriate core beliefs.
‚ Pre-conception Contract – journey to the inter-life
period.
‚ Altering pre-conception contracts with the Higher
Self.

‚ Demonstration with a class member.
‚ In-class supervised practice of techniques
‚ Q&A

“With David’s help, I discovered that a large part of
“My most memorable experience was with a client my life-purpose was to become a professional golfer.
who had excruciating pain in her chest off and on for Now I have lowered my handicap by six points and
many years. Although she had been to many doctors am clearly moving in that direction. I live and work
and specialists, they could find no physical explana- golf, and am writing a book about the mysteries of
tion for her pain. After a very intense process, we had golf.”
James Fish, Fairfax, CA
finally traveled back through six past lives, in which
the injury to her chest was finally discovered to be “Personal belief systems are the root of the personself-inflicted with much emotional trauma and guilt ality and when a part of your life isn’t working for
attached. "I will never forgive myself for this wrong you, you have the power to change it. By deliberately
I have caused," were her famous last words in that intending what you want in your life, you do not open
lifetime and true to her word, each subsequent life- yourself up to others’ influences as much. Taking
time she received a fatal wound in the same spot. charge of your life is exhilarating and to me is the
During my session with her, she was finally able to most creative act one can perform; the act of giving
forgive herself and begin her journey of healing. The yourself total freedom.”
Peggy Simon, Petaluma CA
last I heard, she is still pain free!!”
Jade Luczynski, San Jose, California
David Quigley is the founder of Alchemical Hypnotherapy, Director of the Alchemy Institute of
Hypnosis in Santa Rosa, CA and author of two popular text books Alchemical Hypnotherapy –
A Manual of Practical Technique and The Alchemy of Healing. He is a graduate of Duke University in comparative religion and transpersonal psychology, and of the Hypnotherapy Training
Institute in Corte Madera, CA. David has extensive training in Gestalt, primal therapy, group
process and Jungian psychology, as well as courses in Ericksonian and clinical hypnosis and
NLP. In addition to a busy private practice, David teaches throughout the United States and at locations around the world: Canada, Japan, England, Norway and France. He has presented at the
United Nations Enlightenment Society and numerous hypnosis conferences. Since he began teaching Alchemical
Hypnotherapy in 1983, David has certified well over 3,000 students in professional hypnotherapy and Somatic Healing and has mentored the establishment of training programs around the world. Learn more about David’s story and
his work at: www.alchemyinstitute.com
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